Federal:

- Black Lives Matter Comments on Donald Trump's Election Win

- Trump: Making America White Again

- Racist Incidents Are Up since Trump’s Election: These Are a Just Few of Them

- Goodbye civil rights: Donald Trump's Justice Department will likely have new priorities

- What a Trump Presidency Means to Civil Rights

- The Trump Era Is Already a Disaster for Civil Rights
  [https://newrepublic.com/article/138854/trump-era-already-disaster-civil-rights](https://newrepublic.com/article/138854/trump-era-already-disaster-civil-rights)

- Voting Rights in the Age of Trump
- The End of the Post-Racial Myth

- Infographic – This Is What Institutional Racism Looks Like

- Black Lives Matter Project in Academics at Schools
  [https://anthropoliteia.net/2016/08/30/introducing-the-anthropoliteia-blacklivesmattersyllabus-project/](https://anthropoliteia.net/2016/08/30/introducing-the-anthropoliteia-blacklivesmattersyllabus-project/)

- History of African American Oppression

**State:**

- Governor Cuomo’s Open Letter to All New York Students

- Spike in hate crimes prompts special NY police unit

- An Incomplete List of Racist Incidents since Donald Trump Was Elected President
  [http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2016/11/13/a_list_of_racist_incidents_across_the_united_states_since_donald_trump_was.html](http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2016/11/13/a_list_of_racist_incidents_across_the_united_states_since_donald_trump_was.html)

**NYC:**

- Swastikas, Anti-Semitic, and Racist Graffiti Popping Up Throughout Tri-State

- De Blasio’s Cooper Union Speech: “We are 8.5 Million Strong, and We Ain’t Changing”
• How Segregated Is New York City?
  https://danielkayhertz.com/2014/04/14/how-segregated-is-new-york-city/

• Race Matters: Resources for Activists #BlackLivesMatter
  http://libguides.mcny.edu/c.php?g=187478